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Abstract

In this paper, we show that Asteroid (433) Eros is currently residing in a spin–orbit resonance, with its spin axis undergoing
amplitude libration about the Cassini state 2 of the proper mode in the nonsingular orbital element sinI/2exp(ıΩ), whereI the orbital
inclination andΩ the longitude of the node. The period of this libration is�53.4 kyr. By excluding these libration wiggles, we find that Er
pole precesses with the proper orbital plane in inertial space with a period of�61.4 kyr. Eros’ resonant state forces its obliquity to oscill
with a period of�53.4 kyr between�76◦ and�89.5◦. The observed value of�89◦ places it near the latter extreme of this cycle. We h
used these results to probe Eros’ past orbit and spin evolution. Our computations suggest that Eros is unlikely to have achieved
spin state by solar and planetary gravitational perturbations alone. We hypothesize that some dissipative process such as ther
(e.g., the so-called YORP effect) may be needed in our model to obtain a more satisfactory match with data. A detailed study of thi
is left for future work.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The discovery of the Mars-crossing and Earth-approa
ing Asteroid (433) Eros is considered a landmark in
history of Solar System exploration.1 Over 100 years ago
Crommelin (1898)wrote about this asteroid:‘The discov-
ery of a new minor planet is hailed as a rule with equ
nimity, not to say indifference. The number has grown

* Corresponding author. Fax: +420-2-2191-2567.
E-mail address:vokrouhl@mbox.cesnet.cz(D. Vokrouhlický).

1 After its independent discovery by G. Witt and A. Charlois in Aug
13, 1898, Eros was provisionally designated 1898 DQ(Witt, 1898). The first
orbit determination byBerberich (1898)was a great surprise to many, sin
the body was found to reside on a Mars-crossing orbit with a close appr
distance to Earth of only�0.15 AU. Following suggestions byChandler
(1898), a systematic search of this body during previous oppositions

performed back to 1893 (e.g.,Pickering, 1905), with the earliest recovered
astrometric observations recorded on Harvard Observatory plates taken on
October 29, 1893.

0019-1035/$ – see front matter 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2004.11.017
large, and they are for the most part of so little practic
importance in astronomy, that but few observers care
devote themselves to search for them. But the planet
discovered by Herr Witt of the Urania Observatory, Berl
on August 13 last, aroused from the first exceptional at
tion. . . . This orbit is of a very sensational character, a
quite revolutionizes some of our ideas of the Solar Syst
Studies of Eros’ orbital motion have been used over
years to obtain improved values of several astronomical
stants including the solar parallaxπ0 (e.g.,Newcomb, 1898;
Hinks, 1904; note that the Eros-derivedπ0 value was not
superseded until the late 1960’s via planetary radar ran
data), the precession constant for the Earth (e.g.,Rabe, 1950)
and the Earth–Moon mass (e.g.,Rabe and Francis, 1967
Lieske, 1968).

Eros was also the first asteroid whose brightness

found to change with time(von Oppolzer, 1901). The vari-
ations in Eros’ lightcurve were used to deduce its highly
elongated shape, which was unlike all previously known

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
mailto:vokrouhl@mbox.cesnet.cz
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objects of roughly spherical or slightly ellipsoidal shap2

Krug and Schrutka-Rechtenstamm (1937), using an ellip-
soidal model, estimated Eros’ three axes to be 34.6, 1
and 16.3 km, surprisingly close to values estimated
NEAR-Shoemaker (36× 15× 13 km;Yeomans et al., 2000
Veverka et al., 2000).

At the advent of the 21st century, Eros’ importance w
heightened further when it become the target of the NEA
Shoemaker mission (e.g.,Cheng, 2003). This spacecraft
the first ever to orbit and land on an asteroid, provided
sights into numerous topics ranging from Eros’ collisio
history to its internal structure. It also yielded data of u
precedented accuracy on Eros’ orbital and rotational s
With the distance between Eros and Earth determined
the radio link to NEAR-Shoemaker and optical astrome
spanning more than a century, Eros’ orbit is now the m
accurately known among all asteroids. Moreover, NEA
Shoemaker’s laser rangefinder measurements yielded
lution for Eros’ rotation state that is more accurate th
the one computed via photometry over the past cen
(e.g., Ďurech, personal communication, 2004): the form
fractional error in the rotation period determination is n
�6× 10−9, while the pole position was determined to abo
a half arc-minute of formal error (e.g.,Konopliv et al., 2002;
Miller et al., 2002). These results also showed that, to a h
degree of confidence, Eros rotates about the principal ax
the maximum moment of inertia. No free wobble in Ero
spin vector in the body-fixed frame was found; an up
bound of�0.02◦ was found on its amplitude.

Despite this concentrated effort to study Eros over the
100 years, we find there are still mysteries in Eros’ orb
and rotational history that need to be understood. For
ample, in this paper we show that Eros’ rotation axis is
a resonant state, with long-term spin pole librations tak
place about the Cassini state 2 corresponding to the pr
mode in the orbital frame precession in space. By inve
gating how Eros’ spin vector was captured into this reson
state, we hope to obtain vital clues that will help us const
this asteroid’s enigmatic origin.

We hypothesize that the capture of Eros’ spin vector b
resonance may not be a fluke, but instead may have been
duced in an analogous way that caused several Koronis
ily asteroids to end up with parallel spin axes(Slivan, 2002;
Slivan et al., 2003; Vokrouhlický et al., 2003). Like Eros,
Koronis family members with parallel rotation poles a
prograde spins also librate about Cassini state 2 of the fo
mode s6 in the orbital frame precession(Vokrouhlický et
al., 2003).3 In the Koronis family members situation, th

2 Curiously,Innes (1931)reported that Eros had axes of 0.7×0.3 arcsec
from April 15, 1924 observations when the asteroid was�0.41 AU from
Earth. While the long- and short-axis ratio corresponds rather well to E
true value, the reported angular extension of Eros’ image overestimat

size by about an order of magnitude over previous estimates.

3 It is irrelevant, for sake of our discussion, that in the Eros case the
Cassini state corresponds to the proper rather than forced mode; the latte
us 175 (2005) 419–434
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resonant spin state of the prograde members was foun
be a byproduct of 2–3 Gyr of steady evolution via therm
torques produced by differential heating (e.g., the YORP
fect;Rubincam, 2000; Bottke et al., 2003). These results led
Vokrouhlický et al. to conclude that, over the last seve
Gyr, collisions have played a minimal role in the evoluti
of the Koronis family spin states. Their evolution timesc
was also found to be consistent with the estimated age o
Koronis family found via collisional and dynamical studi
(Marzari et al., 1995; Greenberg et al., 1996; Bottke et
2001; Chapman, 2003). We believe that a thorough analys
of Eros’ spin–orbit resonant state may possibly yield co
parable information about its evolutionary history.

2. Secular spin–orbit dynamics

In this section, we briefly review various aspects of s
ular spin–orbit dynamics that are related to our work. T
following discussion is based on several pioneering wo
by Colombo, Peale, Ward and others (seeColombo, 1966;
Peale, 1969, 1977; Ward, 1974, 1975, for details).

Consider a body revolving about the Sun with mean m
tion n that rotates about its spin axis with the angular f
quencyω (�n). The orbit evolves due to planetary perturb
tions. For main belt asteroids, this produces a steady pre
sion of the node and pericenter so that the nonsingular or
elements (such asξ = sinI/2 exp(ıΩ), whereI is the orbital
inclination with respect to a reference plane andΩ is the
longitude of the ascending node) are well represented
limited number of Fourier terms. Representation of the sa
parameters for planet-crossing asteroids like Eros are m
complicated, partly because these bodies can undergo
planetary encounters but also because they can interac
the mean motion and secular resonances that crisscros
inner Solar System. Nevertheless, some approximate re
sentation ofξ (in particular) is needed for our analysis a
we shall return to this issue below.

For this study, we explore the long-term evolution o
planet-crossing asteroid (e.g., Eros) whose spin axis c
cides with the short axis of its inertia tensor (SAM stat
This allows us to average out all frequencies that are c
parable or faster thann (periods of years and shorter) fro
the dynamical equations. In particular, torquesT in the Euler
equationsdL/dt = T, whereL is the body’s rotational an
gular momentum, are replaced with their rotation- and or
averaged values̄T.

We include the solar gravitational torque into our eq
tions of motion (at the quadruple level, which involvesJ2;
seeBertotti et al., 2003, Chapter 4) as:

(1)Tgr = 3n2
(

a

R

)3
E

R2
(R · e)(R × e),
r
is stronger for Koronis asteroids that are closer to Jupiter and whose orbital
inclination is very small.
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wherea is the orbital semimajor axis,R is the heliocentric
position vector of the body,E = C − 1

2(A + B) andA �
B � C are moments of inertia along principal axes, ande is
the unitary vector along the angular velocity direction. N
that the SAM assumption allows us to setL = Cωe. With
RR/R5 = (1 − nn)/(aη)3, where1 is the unitary tensor an
n is the normal to the osculating plane, andη = √

1− e2,
wheree is the orbital eccentricity, we have

(2)T̄gr = −3

2

n2

η3
E(n · e)(n × e).

The asteroid’s spin axis is defined with respect to
moving orbital plane (Eq.(5) below). The inertial torque
resulting from the transformation to the moving frame
(e.g.,Bertotti et al., 2003, Chapter 7):

(3)T̄in = dA
dt

· AT · L,

where

(4)A =
( cosΩ sinΩ 0

−cosI sinΩ cosI cosΩ sinI

sinI sinΩ −sinI cosΩ cosI

)

is the rotation matrix of the transformation between the in
tial system and the system co-moving with the orbital pl
(x-axis along the nodal line andz-axis along orbital angula
momentum vector).AT is the transposed matrix ofA.

A convenient parametrization ofe (i.e., the unit vector
along the angular velocity direction) found by earlier ana
ses (e.g.,Laskar and Robutel, 1993; Néron de Surgy a
Laskar, 1997) is:

(5)e =
[ sinε sin(ψ + Ω)

sinε cos(ψ + Ω)

cosε

]

with ε the obliquity angle andψ the precession in longi
tude (as far as its geometric meaning is concerned, see F
in Čapek and Vokrouhlický, 2004). These parameters a
also referenced in the moving orbital system. Euler eq
tions then imply the following set of equations for the thr
dynamical quantities characterizing spin state of the bo
namely the rotation frequencyω and the two angles(ε,ψ)

from (5):

(6)
dω

dt
= T̄ · e

C
,

(7)
dε

dt
= Acosψ −B sinψ − T̄ · e⊥1

Cω
,

(8)

dψ

dt
= α cosε − 2C − cosε

sinε
(B cosψ +Asinψ)

− T̄ · e⊥2

Cω sinε
.

Using these equations, the effect of different torques can be
readily interpreted:
of 433 Eros 421

• The solar gravitational torque(2) is folded into a simple
precession termα cosε in (8), where

(9)α = 3

2

n2

ω

∆

η3

and

(10)∆ = C − 1
2(A + B)

C

is a measure of the body’s ellipticity. For Eros,∆ =
0.40341 (e.g.,Miller et al., 2002; Konopliv et al., 2002),
one of the largest values among the known Solar S
tem bodies (e.g.,Vokrouhlický andČapek, 2002, Fig. 2).
Note as well thatα changes asa ande change (through
n andη, respectively). Using the current Eros’ orbit
parameters and rotation period (5.27025547 h), we
tainα � 164.93′′/yr.

• The inertial terms contain:

(11)A = cosΩİ − sinI sinΩΩ̇,

(12)B = sinΩİ + sinI cosΩΩ̇,

(13)C = sin2 I/2Ω̇,

with the dots denotingd/dt . Using a complex notation
ξ = sinI/2 exp(ıΩ) we may also write:

(14)A+ ıB = 2√
1− ξ ξ̄

(
dξ

dt
− ıξC

)
,

(15)C = 1

2ı

(
ξ̄
dξ

dt
− ξ

dξ̄

dt

)

(whereξ̄ means the complex conjugate ofξ ).
• Additional torques included in̄T, such as internal tide

or the YORP effect(Rubincam, 2000), could be derived
from the last terms of Eqs.(6)–(8), where we used pro
jection unitary vectors:

(16)e⊥1 = n − (n · e)e
sinε

,

(17)e⊥2 = n × e
sinε

.

Except for some discussion of their effects in Section5,
they will not enter into our analysis at this time. Sim
larly, we also exclude from our spin state analysis gr
itational torques produced during planetary close
counters (e.g.,Richardson et al., 1998; Scheeres et
2000).

When T̄ = 0, the angular frequencyω is conserved and
variations of ε and ψ may be represented using a on
dimensional Hamiltonian (e.g.,Laskar and Robutel, 1993):

H(X,ψ; t) = α

2
X2 − 2CX

(18)+
√

1− X2(Asinψ +B cosψ),
whereX = cosε is a conjugate momentum toψ . A conve-
nience is that the problem might be analyzed using standard
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tools of Hamiltonian mechanics. Despite our simplificatio
however, the solution remains nontrivial because of the t
dependence of parameters(A,B,C;α). We discuss this cas
in the next section.

In order to remove the sinε � 0 singularity from Eqs.(6)–
(8) we setζ± = (1± cosε)exp(ıψ) in our integrations. The
sign plus is used to remove the singularity nearε � 180◦,
and thusζ+ is used whenε > 90◦; the sign minus is used t
remove the singularity nearε � 0◦, so thatζ− is used when
ε < 90◦.

2.1. Cassini states and resonance

In this section, we take advantage of the approximat
described above to analytically explore whether Eros is
spin–orbit resonance. Note that in Eros’ present orbital s
ξ = sinI/2 exp(ıΩ) is dominated by a single Fourier term
For T̄ ∼ 0,ω = constant, and the system becomes integra
as recalled below.

To start, we assumeξ = Aexp(ıΦ) with Φ = σ t + φ.
This allowsA+ ıB to become simple harmonic functions
time (2A

√
1− A2σ exp[ı(Φ + π/2)] = σ sinIr exp[ı(Φ +

π/2)]) with C constant. If the orbital eccentricity and th
semimajor axis are constant, or they change very li
α is also constant. Note that for Eros,σ � −21.1′′/yr,
A � 0.1028 corresponds to the proper inclination ofIr =
2asin(A) � 11.8◦ and the phaseφ � 322◦ is very close to the
current osculating longitude of nodeΩ � 304◦ (i.e., these
values are given fort = 0 at J2000.0).

We now define new canonical variablesX′ = −X =
−cosε and ϕ = −(ψ + Φ) via a contact transformatio
generated byF(ψ,X′; t) = −X′ (ψ + Φ). The new Hamil-
tonian reads4 H′ = H− σX′, or

H′(X′, ϕ) = α

2
X′2 − σ cosIrX

′

(19)+ σ
√

1− X′2 sinIr cosϕ.

The new equations in mixed variablesε (obliquity) andϕ

are:

(20)
dε

dt
= σ sinIr sinϕ,

(21)
dϕ

dt
= −α cosε − σ cosIr + σ

cosε

sinε
sinIr cosϕ.

Because the Hamiltonian(19) is time-independent, it is
an integral of motion. When rewritten in mixed variable
and scaled byσ , Eq. (19) becomes (compare with Eq. (1
in Colombo, 1966):

C(ε,ϕ) = κ cos2 ε + cosIr cosε + sinIr sinε cosϕ

(22)= const.

Hereκ = α/(2σ), which is the fundamental parameter of t
problem.
4 RecalldΦ/dt = σ ; for a similar derivation seeWard (1975).
us 175 (2005) 419–434

The stationary points in the system described by(20)–
(21) are calledCassini states. Eq. (20) constrains the sta
tionary values to occur atϕ = 0◦ or ϕ = 180◦, while Eq.(21)
yields the value of stationary obliquity from the transcend
tal equation

(23)κ sin2ε = −sin(ε ± Ir ).

Here the upper sign on the right-hand side correspond
ϕ = 180◦ and the lower sign corresponds toϕ = 0◦. De-
pending on the value ofκ , there are two to four solution
for this equation. In particular, for small values ofκ (and
Ir 	= 0), four Cassini states exist: two of them near the po
of the orbit (the so-called Cassini states 1 and 3, both
ϕ = 180◦), and two at the intermediate values of obliqu
(the so-called Cassini states 2 atϕ = 0◦ and 4 atϕ = 180◦).
The limiting value ofκ = κ�, for which the Cassini state
1 and 4 bifurcate, depends on the inclinationIr (see, e.g.
Henrard and Murigande, 1987):

(24)κ� = −1

2

(
sin2/3 Ir + cos2/3 Ir

)3/2;
κ� is in between−0.5 and−1, so that forκ < −1 the four
Cassini states exist for any inclination value. We also n
that in the limit Ir → 0◦, the Cassini states 1 and 4 d
appear; this is also readily seen from the first integral(22)
whose dependence onϕ disappears in this limit. In othe
words, small inclination states cause the width of the se
lar spin–orbit resonances to shrink. The resonance zone
shrinks whenκ → −∞, which occurs when the obliquitie
of Cassini states 2 and 4 approach 90◦.

Cassini states 2 and 4, which are stable and uns
points of a resonance zone enclosed by a separatrix, a
rectly relevant to our work on Eros’ spin state. In Eros’ ca
we have a value ofκ (�−3.603, withσ � −21.1′′/yr) that
guarantees the existence of the resonance zone and a
Cassini states. Inserting the relevant values into Eq.(23), we
find thatε� � 82.35◦ for the obliquity of the Cassini state 2
fairly close to Eros’ obliquity of�89◦ (e.g.,Miller et al.,
2002; Souchay et al., 2003). This hints that Eros may cu
rently be residing in a spin–orbit resonance.

To further explore the suggestion that Eros may be
brating about Cassini state 2 of the proper mode inξ , we
estimated the maximum width of the resonance zone a
Cassini state 2 from Colombo’s integral(22). We find that for
ϕ = 0◦, the resonance zone stretches from�63◦ to �100◦,
thus comfortably enclosing the Eros value (Fig. 1). Further
confirmation will require more complicated tests involvi
the value ofϕ andξ and a direct numerical integration.

A linearized analysis of small oscillations about t
Cassini state 2 yields a frequency:

(25)σlib = σ
√

D sinIr ,

with
(26)D = cosIr

sinε�

cosε�

+ sinIr

(
cosε�

sinε�

)2

,
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Fig. 1. (Left part) Variations of Eros’ obliquity during the next Myr (time origin is J2000.0; compare with Fig. 5 inSkoglöv, 1997). We use the nominal Eros

orbit—see alsoFig. 2—and initial spin data fromMiller et al. (2002). Note that the large oscillations of the obliquity indicate the presence of secular resonance.
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(Right part) Critical angleϕ = −(ψ + Φ) defined for the phaseΦ of the d
locked near the Cassini state 2.

whereε� is a solution of(23). Inserting known values fo
Eros into(25), we estimate that Eros’ pole would librate wi
a period�50.3 kyr.

3. Eros’ spin–orbit resonance

With the insights gleaned from our analytical estimat
we are now ready to investigate Eros’ rotation state using
merical integration. Because Eros’ rotational history is c
nected to its orbital history, we need to obtain some kno
edge of Eros’ orbital evolution history before proceedi
This is a problem because most near-Earth asteroids (N
orbital histories are highly chaotic, with numerous enco
ters with planets and multiple interactions with secular
mean motion resonances(Milani et al., 1989; Froeschlé e
al., 1995; Michel and Thomas, 1996; Michel and Froesc
1997; Michel, 1997; Michel et al., 1998). This means tha
it is impossible to track the true orbital paths followed
NEAs more than a few hundred years into the past or fut

An approximate method that can be used to gain in
mation about Eros’ future orbital history is to numerica
integrate Eros’ orbit (and that of numerous clones, as we
discuss below) forward in time (e.g.,Michel et al., 1998).
The broad evolution patterns represented by these or
histories can be used to help us characterize the likely fa
Eros. (A discussion of Eros’ previous orbital and spin hist
is in the next section.) Using Eros’ current ephemeris
tained in theAstOrb file (ftp://ftp.lowell.edu), we tracked
its orbit backwards and forwards in time for 0.1 and 1 M
respectively, using the codeswift-rmvs3 (Levison and
Duncan, 1994). Next, we numerically integrated the syste
of equations given by(6)–(8) with T̄ = 0 and(A,B,C;α)

determined from our orbital integration data. The effects
planetary close encounters and YORP were ignored, thu

rotation frequencyω was kept constant. Our initial values
for obliquity ε and the precession in longitudeψ wereε0 =
89.01◦ andψ0 = 72.42◦, respectively(Miller et al., 2002;
nt (proper) term inξ . Small amplitude librations indicate that Eros’ pole

l

Souchay et al., 2003). Note that our results will not be a
accurate asSouchay et al. (2003), who included all short-
periodic effects and the possible free motion of Eros’
tation pole in the body, but they do correctly represent
long-term evolution of the pole parameters.

Figure 1 (left panel) shows Eros’ obliquity oscilla
ing between�76◦ and�89.5◦ with a dominant period o
�53.4 kyr. These values coincide with our derived va
for small oscillations about Cassini state 2 (Section2), with
the period slightly increased because of a nonzero li
tion amplitude. Note that this behavior was first seen
Skoglöv (1997), though he did not dwell on his discove
(e.g.,Souchay et al., 2003).

To confirm that Eros’ spin resides near Cassini stat
we need to define and examine the libration of the reso
angleϕ (Section2). To do so, we need to define the Four
term that can represent the nonsingular orbital elementξ and
compute its phaseΦ. As mentioned previously, any Fouri
representation ofξ over large time intervals may be inval
if Eros experiences a close planetary encounter or if it in
acts with a resonance. For short timespans (0.01–0.1 M
however, Eros’ orbital elements may be stable enough
“proper elements” can be defined using methods simila
those described byGronchi and Milani (2001).

In our approach we consider a running window
0.2 Myr for which a spectral densitySξ of ξ is computed
using a technique byFerraz-Mello (1981). We then find a
maximum forSξ over this interval that corresponds to t
statistically best Fourier-like representation ofξ . The am-
plitude A, frequencyσ and phaseφ of this term are then
computed, with all three parameters used to define the pr
orbital inclinationIr and the resonant angleϕ = −(ψ + Φ).
The phaseφ isΦ in the middle epoch of the running window
Using this method with Eros’ J2000.0 osculating orbital e

ments, we obtain values similar to the proper elements found
at theNeoDyS page (http://newton.dm.unipi.it/) (and Sec-
tion 2.1).

ftp://ftp.lowell.edu
http://newton.dm.unipi.it/
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Figure 1(right panel) shows the behavior ofϕ for the
next Myr along Eros’ nominal orbit. The observed sma
amplitude librations about 0◦ indicate that Eros’ spin pole i
librating about Cassini state 2 of the proper mode in thξ

representation. (Traditionally, the corresponding freque
of the proper mode is denoteds (=σ ) (e.g., Morbidelli,
2002); we shall thus speak about the (secular) spin–o
or s-resonance.) Hence, in inertial space, Eros’ pole follo
the�61.4 kyr proper motion of its orbital frame (with som
small oscillations about that value). Our result thus sugg
that the long precession frequency of�450 kyr postulated
by Souchay et al. (2003)never occurs.

3.1. Capture and stability of Eros’ spin pole in the
s-resonance

Here we investigate the likelihood that Eros’ pole will r
main trapped in thes-resonance into the future as Eros’ or
and pole parameters undergo evolution. Our method wa
numerically integrate Eros’ nominal orbit and 9 clones (w
their initial orbital conditions inside their current uncertain
interval)5 for 25 Myr into the future usingswift-rmvs3.
We also integrated backwards for 0.1 Myr to help us de
proper elements for our test bodies. Note that the orbit
planet-crossing asteroids are chaotic enough that any s
numerical representation probably does not represent E
long-term future evolution. Still, some of our clones m
adhere closely to it (especially during short integration
tervals).

We found that the orbits of our test bodies diverged o
�0.1 Myr timescale, with only 3 clones thrown out of the
ner Solar System before 25 Myr had elapsed. This confi
an unusually long dynamical lifetime of Eros’ orbit, com
patible with an estimate of�50 Myr byMichel et al. (1998).
We used these evolution tracks as input to numerically i
grate Eqs.(7)–(8). Eros’ current rotation state was includ
in our model as an initial condition, while we assumedT̄ = 0
(which makesω constant). Our orbital and spin evolution r
sults for three representative cases are discussed below

3.1.1. Test case #1: Interaction with one or more spin or
resonances

Figure 2shows how Eros’ current osculating orbital e
ments, what we call its nominal orbit, evolves into the futu
Our results show the following trends. For the first 20 M
of our simulation, Eros’ semimajor axisa bounces betwee
the 5/9 and 4/7 mean motion resonances with Earth. Its
bital eccentricitye stays between 0.15 and 0.35 over 25 M
which tends to keep it away from close Earth encounter
only achieves an Earth-crossing orbit for short intervals n
10 and 16 Myr. Eros’ orbital inclinationI undergoes an in
teresting large and long-period variation for 5–10 Myr a
5 In particular, we displace the initialX coordinate of nominal Eros orbit

by multiples of 10−12 AU.
us 175 (2005) 419–434

’

result of theν14 secular orbital resonance, which is char
terized bys � s4 � −17.75′′/yr. Nevertheless, the evolutio
of Eros’ osculating inclination over 25 Myr is reasonab
well characterized by the proper inclinationIr computed us-
ing the method in Section3. This match suggests that th
proper term dominates contribution inξ over our integration
time. Finally, we see that the variations in proper freque
s are related to oura andI changes.

Figure 3shows the evolution of the obliquityε and the
critical angleϕ of thes-resonance integrated along our no
inal Eros orbit. At�8 Myr, the spin state escapes the r
onance and only regains it again for a brief period n
�15 Myr (but with much larger libration amplitude). The i
crease of libration amplitude produced for>7 Myr is caused
by Eros’ interaction with theν14 secular resonance, whe
its proper frequencys is close to the planetary (forced
frequencys4. (Note that theν13 resonance associated wi
s � s3 � −18.85′′/yr has a smaller effect.) As explained
the previous section, Eros’ spin pole evolution follows
reference frame tied to thes mode inξ until the contribu-
tion from s4 in ξ becomes important. The Fourier analy
of ξ shows thatξ for 5 Myr < t < 9 Myr can be represente
by two terms: the proper term with 18◦–25◦ amplitude and
�−20′′/yr frequency and a term with�1◦ amplitude and
�−40′′/yr frequency. This second high-frequency term d
not exist fort < 5 Myr. For t > 5 Myr, the proper and the
high-frequency terms interact and produce large-scale c
observed in Eros’ spin evolution. We demonstrate this
studying the dynamics of(7) and(8) with two Fourier terms
included inA, B, andC. We find that the libration island
corresponding to the two Fourier terms inξ for t > 5 Myr
are comparable in size and overlap. Hence, the spin vec
chaotically driven out of thes-resonance and exits the res
nant state at�8 Myr.

3.1.2. Test case #2: How planetary encounters might ef
Eros

Figure 4shows future orbital evolution of our first Ero
clone. In this case,a slowly drifts inward while interact-
ing with various mean motion resonances. After 10.3 My
close Earth encounter moves it slightly inside 1 AU. It ke
this value until�23.5 Myr, when a second Earth encoun
moves it out of the inner Solar System and into the 2/1
mean motion resonance with Jupiter, where it remains
a short time until falling into the Sun. The clone’se andI

values undergo several long-period variations, an indica
of secular orbital resonances at work (e.g.,ν13, ν14), until
the close Earth encounter�23.5 Myr. These resonant ca
tures do not affect the mean osculating value ofI enough to
affect our estimate for properIr , but they do keep the prope
frequencys moderately high for the length of our integr
tion.

Figure 5shows the evolution of this clone’s spin state p

rameters. Though the obliquity is observed to jump in and
out of thes-resonance several times during the integration,
we focus here on what happens during the close Earth en-
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the nominal Eros’ orbit for the next 25 Myr: semimajor axis (left and top), eccentricity (left and bottom), inclination (right andtop), and
dominating (proper) frequency inξ (right and bottom). Interesting features include: (i) the orbit does not undergo any substantial close encounters
terrestrial planets but it bounces between various mean-motion and secular resonances in the planet-crossing region (the dashed lines in the upeft panel
indicate the exterior 5/9 and 4/7 resonances with the Earth); (ii) the osculating value of the inclination (gray curve in the upper right panel) is well repr
by the dominant (proper) Fourier term inξ = sinI/2exp(ıΩ) (the thick black curve) defined by the procedure in the text; (iii) the inclination undergoes
and long-period oscillations when interacting with secular resonancesν13 andν14, whose frequenciess4 � −17.75′′/yr ands3 � −18.85′′/yr are shown in
the bottom right panel by the dashed lines.
spin
verla

of
e is
Fig. 3. Evolution of Eros’ obliquityε (left part) and the critical angleϕ of the
Our model asteroid departs the spin–orbit resonant state at�8 Myr due to o

counter occurring at�10.3 Myr. As observed inFig. 4, a and
e both undergo dramatic changes that decreaseα andκ and

shrink the width of the resonance zone about Cassini state 2
(Section2.1). A zoom of the event is shown inFig. 6. We
see that the previously-librating critical angleϕ is pushed
–orbits-resonance (right part) integrated along the nominal orbit fromFig. 2.
pping modess ands4 in ξ .

to a separatrix, which it adheres to for the remainder
the plotted evolution time. The spin–orbit resonant stat

eventually regained but only for a short time; with Eros’
interaction with theν14 resonance the source of the pole’s
instability.
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Fig. 4. The same as inFig. 2but for the Eros clone described in test case #2. The model asteroid is brought near Earth, where it resides temporarily
various exterior and interior mean-motion resonances with Earth (including the co-orbital state; dashed lines in the upper left panel indicate the Earth co-orbital
resonance E1/1 and the 2/1 mean motion resonance with Jupiter).
f the
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Fig. 5. Evolution of Eros’ obliquityε (left part) and the critical angleϕ o
Librations are intermixed with circulations as a response to various pe

3.1.3. Test case #3: The effect of a steady drop in
inclination

Figure 7shows the future orbital evolution of a differe
Eros clone. We see that its orbit is decoupled from the E
influence until a close Earth encounter at�11.5 Myr. Af-

ter that, numerous planetary encounters eventually pusha to
�2.1 AU, where theν6 resonance sends the asteroid into the
Sun. Fore, we see a steady increases between 11–13.5 Myr
s spin–orbit resonance (right part) integrated along the orbit fromFig. 4.
tions such as a close encounter with Earth (Fig. 6).

until it is interrupted by a second close Earth encoun
and from there we see it go to 1 via theν6 resonance. The
cyclic variations inI are produced by theν14 resonance. The
feature at�4.5 Myr is caused by interactions with theν3
resonance, which also happens to weakly affecte. For 11–

13.5 Myr,I drops to near zero ase increases.

The most peculiar feature in this clone’s orbital evolution
can be seen between 11–13.5 Myr where secular resonances
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Fig. 6. Results for the Eros clone shown inFig. 4(test case #2): (left plot)κ = α/(2σ), and (right plot)s-resonance zone about Cassini state 2 is shown b
maximum width atϕ = 0◦ (solid lineε+ andε−) and the stable point location (solid linesε�). The integrated evolution of the obliquity is superimposed
the right plot using the light solid line. The time interval (abscissa) is near a deep close encounter with the Earth (at�10.3 Myr) that triggers an instability o
the spin resonant state by crossing the separatrix.
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Fig. 7. The same as inFig. 2 but for the Eros clone described in test cas
“perplexing” orbital feature is the steady increase of the model asteroid

are at work. The correlated effect one and I suggests a
Kozai-like phenomenon, though the ordinary Kozai does
occur here. Note that the Kozai resonance occurs when
proper orbital frequencys is equal to the proper orbital fre

quencyg of the eccentricity vectorζ = e exp(i�), wheree

is the eccentricity and� the longitude of pericenter (e.g.,
Morbidelli, 2002).
. The inclination undergoes a cycle of theν14 resonance at�4.5 Myr. The most
bital eccentricity (and the correlated drop in its inclination) at 11–13.5 Myr.

The pole-parameters evolution for this orbit is sho
in Fig. 8. The interaction of thes and s4 resonances a
�4.5 Myr triggers an increase in the libration amplitu
of ϕ and the clone’s obliquity. There is also an underlyi

longer-period, trend produced by the proximity of thes4 and
s3 resonances. The major perturbation on the stability of the
pole in the spin–orbit resonance, however, is caused byI be-
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Fig. 8. Variations of Eros’ obliquity (left plot) and the critical angleϕ of the s spin–orbit resonance (right plot) integrated along the orbit shown inFig. 7.
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Interaction of thes ands4 inclination modes produces a perturbation at�4.5
the inclination becomes too small to keep the libration zone macrosco�

ing driven to small values. As discussed in Section2.1, when
Ir → 0◦, the resonance zone about the Cassini state shr
If I evolves too quickly compared to the libration period,
process is not adiabatic, the libration amplitude increase
to the separatrix limit, and the pole jumps out of the re
nance.

3.1.4. Summary
Using our results, we can draw some conclusions a

the dynamics of spin–orbit resonances for Eros, and per
for planet-crossing asteroids in general. First, orbital ev
tion of a, e, I can influence the evolution of the spin ax
with resonant states gained or lost via three main me
nisms:

• Interaction with spin–orbit resonances such ass � s4

(Fig. 3);
• Close planetary encounters that cause changes toa ande

(andα andκ) (Fig. 6); and
• Higher-order or Kozai-like secular resonances that

drive I to small values (Fig. 8).

The latter two processes make the spin–orbit reson
about the Cassini state to shrink or disappear.

The median time for our test asteroids to leave the sp
orbit resonance was∼12 Myr, with 2 clones remaining
trapped in thes-resonance for the entire 25 Myr of our i
tegration. Because these bodies were generally decou
from Earth’s influence, it implies that the current positi
of Eros’ pole in thes-resonance may not be a fluke. We
vestigate this possibility further in the next section.

4. Can Eros’ spin state tell us about its past evolution?
In this section, we explore whether Eros’ current spin
state can constrain its past orbit and spin evolution. Our goal
is to determine whether particular main belt regions are more
. The model asteroid does not leave the spin–orbit resonance, howeve
Myr.

.

d

likely to have produced Eros’ current state than other
gions.

4.1. Eros’ orbital evolution

Eros’ orbital evolution history can be divided into tw
phases: (i) its evolution from inside the main belt to a r
onance capable of pushing it onto a planet-crossing o
which may have taken several Gyr(Chapman et al., 2002
Chapman, 2003), and (ii) its evolution from this resonanc
to its observed orbit, which may be a short as a few My
as long as several tens of Myr(Bottke, 2001). Our simula-
tions in this paper focus solely on the latter phase.

Because NEA orbits are chaotic on 0.1–1 kyr timesca
we cannot integrate Eros backwards in time to determ
where it originated. Instead, we assume that Eros’ cur
osculating orbit is one that some asteroids evolving ou
the main belt may pass through as they evolve throug
the inner Solar System. If true, we can explore the orb
evolution of Eros in a statistical sense by checking whe
the orbital histories of test bodies evolving out of the m
belt even pass through Eros’ current(a, e, I ) orbit. As an
analogy, think of the inner Solar System as a pachinko g
with Eros’ current orbit as one of the special holes that b
find from time to time. Like our test bodies, the trajecto
that each ball follows is chaotic and different from all t
others. If you play enough balls, however, it is possible t
statistical trends may be found in the pathways followed
the balls that enter the special hole.

To this end, we have numerically integrated thousa
of test bodies out of the main belt using the techniq
described inBottke et al. (2000, 2002). The starting loca-
tion for our test bodies were powerful resonances (i.e.ν6
secular resonance, the 3/1 mean motion resonances wi
Jupiter) and diffusive regions fed by hundreds of thin r
onances located inside the main belt (e.g., the popula

of asteroids on solely Mars-crossing orbits adjacent to the
main belt). These particles were tracked until they collided
with the Sun, were thrown beyond 10 AU from the Sun
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Fig. 9. A possible evolutionary path for Eros if it started in the immediate Mars-crossing region: semimajor axisa (left and top), eccentricitye (left and
bottom), inclinationI (right and top), and projection onto thea vs.e plane (right and bottom). Att � 13.18 Myr, the orbit closely matches the current orbit
Eros shown by the black square (and pointed out by the arrows). Its initial residence in theν6 resonance (time�4.5 Myr) make its eccentricity large enoug
to allow Mars- and later Earth-encounters to drive the orbit more deeply into the planet-crossing region. The gray solid line in the inclination plothows the
osculating value, while the thick solid line is the proper inclination computed by the method outlined in Section3. The large variation of the inclination nea

�8 Myr is due to theν secular resonance (see also the propers value inFig. 10). Grey lines in thea vs. e plot are the parameters needed for the model
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asteroids to reach planet-crossing orbits. Our model asteroid visits bo

(usually by a close encounter with Jupiter) or they collid
with a planet. Our goal was to determine, for each test b
trajectory, whether their(a, e, I ) parameters came withi
�a = 0.02 AU, �e = 0.05, and�I = 2◦ of Eros’ oscu-
lating orbit (aEros = 1.458 AU, eEros = 0.223, andIEros =
10.829◦).

Our test body integration tracks yielded several posi
matches with this criteria. We found that 10 of the 33
test bodies started in theν6 resonance reached Eros’ o
bit, while 2 of 987 test bodies started in the 3:1 resona
did the same (seeBottke et al., 2002, for definitions). For
the diffusive resonances, we found that 755 of the bo
started in the intermediate Mars-crossing region adjace
the main belt witha < 2.5 AU reached NEA orbits (perihe
lion q < 1.3 AU) and 4 of that sample reached an Eros-l
orbit. When coupled from results fromBottke et al. (2002),
who show that 37, 25, and 23% of all NEAs come fromν6
resonance, the intermediate source Mars-crossers (IMC

gion, and the 3:1 resonances, respectively, we predict tha
NEAs originating in the inner main belt has a 0.35% proba-
bility of achieving an Eros-like orbit.
Mars- and Earth-crossing zones before reaching Eros’ current orbit (solid square).

-

Figure 9shows an example of our results (inTable 1, this
orbit is calledorb.imc.1). This orbit initially resides in
the intermediate Mars-crossing zone, though it is also
fected by theν6 secular resonance as readily seen from
left and bottom part ofFig. 9. Mars-encounters drive the o
bit to encounter the Earth at�4 Myr, which makes this orbi
drift more deeply into the planet-crossing region. Note
proper inclination computed with our method still represe
the osculating inclination evolution. At time�13.18 Myr,
the osculating orbit approaches the current orbital elem
of Eros (a = 1.47 AU, e = 0.28, andI = 10.91◦). Interest-
ingly, we note that our test body becomes decoupled f
Earth’s orbit slightly before acquiring thesea, e, I values.

4.2. Eros’ spin evolution coupled to its orbital evolution

Using our sample of potential Eros orbital histories (Ta-
ble 1), we investigated whether Eros’ current spin sta

tnamely the residence of its pole in thes-resonance, is some-
how linked to its orbital evolution. Our method is similar
to that used in Section3.1; we will use our orbital his-
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Table 1
Statistics of meeting the constraints provided by Eros’ current spin sta

Orbit p1 p2 p3 p4 T f Imax

IMC orbitsa

orb.imc.1b 11.8 16.1 15.3 8.8 13.18 0.663 20.8
orb.imc.2 13.4 13.8 13.6 12.1 99.04 0.070 37.4
orb.imc.3 1.4 2.6 2.3 0.8 68.88 0.024 12.5
orb.imc.4c 17.1 23.3 19.3 15.6 84.16 0.026 23.8

ν6 orbitsa

orb.nu6.1 12.7 16.5 23.9 3.9 9.42 0.276 20.5
orb.nu6.2 13.3 20.0 23.2 5.1 6.27 0.457 14.3
orb.nu6.3 12.6 15.5 16.7 4.8 23.38 0.749 20.6
orb.nu6.4 12.5 13.2 17.7 5.9 46.18 0.304 25.3
orb.nu6.5c 16.2 22.3 30.2 5.9 20.47 0.077 16.9
orb.nu6.6 9.2 13.6 9.7 8.0 38.39 0.022 30.1
orb.nu6.7c 16.1 17.7 27.4 7.2 21.68 0.265 27.8
orb.nu6.8 14.2 15.5 18.1 10.1 23.30 0.424 26.6
orb.nu6.9 3.4 3.3 3.4 2.4 18.65 0.522 24.9
orb.nu6.10 9.8 14.9 14.0 5.4 2.80 0.747 18.4

3/1 orbitsa

orb.3/1.1 16.2 16.6 20.5 13.2 178.77 0.195 31.6
orb.3/1.2 11.6 14.9 12.6 9.2 8.23 0.684 31.9

a Source regions for the orbital evolution; seeBottke et al. (2002)for
definitions and details.

b The orbit shown inFigs. 9 and 10.
c These orbits give the most satisfactory results.

The libration in thes-resonance with amplitude�160◦ was determined us
ing a numerical model that assumes (i) uniform initial data in(cosε0,ψ0)

and (ii) spin propagation along all orbits that reach Eros orbital cell in se
major axis, eccentricity and inclination space (see Section4.2). The values
p1–p4 are the probabilities that our model asteroid will match Eros’ s
state from different subsets of the initial data: (i)p1 is the overall proba-
bility, (ii) p2 is the probability for initially prograde rotation states on
(iii) p3 is the probability for the initial states with|cosε0| � 0.25 (i.e., ini-
tial spin orientation preferentially in the orbital plane), and (iv)p4 is the
probability for those initial states with|cosε0| � 0.75 (i.e., initial spin ori-
entation preferentially perpendicular to the orbital plane). The last t
columns are: (i)T is the time needed for our main belt test bodies to ma
Eros’ a, e, I orbital parameters (in Myr), (ii)f is the fraction of that time
interval spent on an Earth-crossing orbit, and (iii)Imax is the maximum
inclination acquired during the evolution.

tories as input to compute the functionsA,B,C, and α

and integrate Eqs.(7)–(8), assuming that6 T̄ = 0 (thusω

is constant). Unlike our predictions of Eros’ future evo
tion, however, Eros’ initial conditions are unknown. To d
with this problem, we use a broad set of initial data tha
spatially isotropic: cosε0 = −0.975, . . . ,0.975 with an in-
crement 0.025 andψ0 = 0◦, . . . ,360◦ with an increment 5◦.
Together, this means that for every one of Eros’ orbital p
ways, we need to run 5688 spin evolution simulations
each simulation, we monitored whether our model aster
when reaching an orbital match with Eros, would also h
its spin pole locked in thes-resonance over a 0.5 Myr win

6 The current best estimates of the Yarkovsky and, especially, the Y

effects acting on Eros (e.g.,Vokrouhlický, 1998; Vokrouhlický anďCapek,

2002;Čapek and Vokrouhlický, 2004) indicate those forces should play a
minimal role over timescales shorter than�100 Myr. For this reason, we
concentrate here on solar and planetary gravitational forces alone.
us 175 (2005) 419–434

dow. We considered a positive match to be a pole solu
that librates within 160◦ of the resonance angleϕ.

To illustrate how Eros’ orbital evolution may have a
fected its spin evolution, consider the example case u
theorb.imc.1 orbit from Section4.1. Using the uniform
grid of data described above, we found that Eros’ pole
trapped in thes-resonance�11.8% of the time (672 run
out of 5688). The probability of matching Eros’ pole usi
a more select sample of initial data, such as the initia
prograde rotation states only, are given in theTable 1.

The spin state evolution of our model asteroid for o
of our successful matches is shown inFig. 10. In this case,
we purposely chose initial conditions that are very differ
from current Eros values (ε0 = 12.838◦ and ψ0 = 25◦) to
illustrate that there may be zero connection between our
tial and final parameters. The figure shows that the cha
irregular evolution of Eros’ orbit causes Eros’ pole to boun
between various resonant states. In particular,Fig. 10shows
that Eros’ pole is immediately captured in thes-resonance,7

with the obliquity oscillating in between 15◦ and 65◦. It
drops out, however, when largee variations produced b
Eros’ orbital interaction with theν6 secular resonance re
ducesκ and virtually eliminates the spin–orbit resonan
altogether. Overall, we find that Eros’ pole is captured
the s-resonance several times during the simulation, w
one capture occurring just when our model asteroid matc
Eros’ orbital constraints at�13 Myr.

To understand why Eros’ pole has such a low cha
being captured by thes-resonance, we plotted the dist
bution of a 0.5 Myr-averaged final obliquity values̄ε for
theorb.imc.1 orbit from all 5688 simulations (Fig. 11).
The most striking feature is the strong peak at cosε̄ � 0.139
that corresponds to Cassini state 2. This suggests that
though the likelihood of attaining this resonant state v
sus thecumulativeprobability of all possibilities is rela
tively small, we are more likely to find Eros’ pole in th
s-resonance than any other individual possibility. We a
checked to see if Eros’ evolution would have led to an ov
abundance of poles in the resonance. Using a method
scribed byHenrard and Murigande (1987), we estimated
that an isotropic distribution of pole directions would le
to �21% being inside the resonance zone about the Ca
state 2. Given the similarity between this value and th
in Table 1(in particular the probability valuep1 that cor-
responds to the initially isotropic spin data), it appears
this case that Eros’ orbital evolution does not push its p
towards a resonant state. Recall that in our model E
spin axis can only be affected by gravitational and iner
torques.

To determine whether this result is applicable to all p
sible orbital histories of Eros, we used this same metho

7 Our experience shows that prograde-rotating asteroids in the inne

of the main asteroids belt become typically captured by this resonance; e.g.,
Rubincam et al. (2002)pointed out that the Asteroid (951) Gaspra spin axis
currently resides in this resonance.
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Fig. 10. An example of a possible spin evolution for a “fake Eros” evolving from the inner main belt along the orbit shown inFig. 9. The initial value of the
obliquity and the precession in longitude wereε0 = 12.84◦ andψ0 = 25◦. The four panels show the time dependence of: obliquityε (left and top), the critical
angleϕ of the s spin–orbit resonance (right and top), the proper frequencys in ξ (left and bottom), and theκ factor (right and bottom). The last panel al
shows the critical valueκ� (in gray) for which the secular spin–orbit resonance bifurcates. The current Eros value ofs andκ are shown in the last two panel
they were drawn at time�13.18 Myr when the clone’sa, e, I parameters closely matched Eros’ current values. Initially, the spin–orbit resonance i

marginally possible (κ � κ�) due to large cycles ine driven by theν6 orbital resonance. The evolution of Eros’ orbit into the planet-crossing region makesκ
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smaller but planetary perturbations prevent Eros from being confined
and both the orbit and the spin location end up matching Eros’ current

track Eros’ spin evolution over several additional histor
comparable toorb.imc.1. Our results are summarized
Table 1. Overall, we found no trends other than a weak as
metry that suggested that asteroids with initially progr
sense of rotation were more likely to produce resonant
states than those with retrograde sense of rotation. Th
likely due to the fact that obliquities between 0◦–90◦ are
efficiently mixed by chaotic diffusion due to a network
secular spin–orbit resonances. We also note that many o
successful matches were of shorter duration and larger
plitude in resonance angle than found in Section3.1 for our
future Eros test cases.

Except for the feature related to the spin–orbit resona
the distribution shown in theFig. 11is surprisingly uniform
(see alsoSkoglöv, 1999). We believe this arises from (i) th
strong chaoticity and mixing of spin states in Eros’ ev
lution and (ii) the fact that the apparent asymmetry in

prograde vs. retrograde rotation states due to presence o
secular resonances in the prograde-rotators zone only doe
not operate. With (ii), one might expect the initially pro-
esonance for very long. Near�13.18 Myr, the spin–orbit resonance is re-gain
meters.

r
-

grade spin states to be more easily driven to final retrog
states. However, lightcurves taken fromFig. 11 show that
while the initial prograde spins populate the final retrogr
ones, the same fraction of initially retrograde spins popu
the final prograde ones. This produces an effective canc
tion and makes the final distribution statistically equival
to a uniform distribution. We hypothesize that the pow
ful s-resonance zone near 90◦ obliquity is responsible fo
this communication between prograde and retrograde st
Confirming this would require a more extensive and syst
atic study and is beyond the scope of this paper.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Our results in Section4.2suggest that Eros’ current spin
orbit resonant state is something of a fluke, with Eros’ p
orbital evolution neither helping or hurting its ability to rea

f
s
that state. The IMC andν6 zones seem slightly more likely
to produce the current Eros spin state, though we are lim-
ited here by poor statistics. Although we cannot rule out the
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Fig. 11. Statistical distribution of cosε̄, whereε̄ is the mean obliquity be
tween 13–13.5 Myr computed from the numerical propagation of 5
test runs along the orbitorb.imc.1 from Fig. 9. The overall distribu-
tion is given as a thick black line, while distributions from initially pr
grade/retrograde are shown as thin gray lines. The initial data corresp
to anisotropicspin distribution, thus the distribution function=0.5 for the
normalization used here. The singular peak at cosε̄ � 0.139 shows state
trapped in thes-resonance (arrows delimit the maximum width of the re
nance in obliquity). Being located in the resonance is the most likely s
among all the bins. The probability of being in the resonance, howeve
only �14% of the total probability over all other bins. The retrograde st
are roughly as likely as the prograde ones (excluding the resonance p
even though there is considerable mixing between the prograde an
rograde orbits (see the “overshoots” beyond the 90◦ obliquity of the thin
lines).

possibility that this is the true answer, we suspect that
model might be missing some important piece of the p
zle. To this end, we postulate that a dissipative mechan
acting on Eros rotation over the long term may increase
odds that Eros would be in a spin–orbit resonance today

One possibility is that Eros’ spin state has been affec
by distant tidal forces. The Moon is an example of an ob
that has reached Cassini state 2 (or 1 when the state 2
not exist) via anelastic tidal processes (e.g.,Ward, 1975;
Peale, 1977; Gladman et al., 1996). The same can be said fo
Mercury (e.g.,Ward, 1975; Peale, 1974, 1988) and, in a gen-
eralized way, Venus (e.g.,Ward, 1975; Ward and De Cam
pli, 1979; Dobrovolskis, 1980; Correia and Laskar, 20
Correia et al., 2003).

In order to estimate the role of tidal effects on Eros s
state, we use the Darwin–Mignard model(Mignard, 1979).
To keep our model simple, we assume that tidal torque
a body on circular orbit about the Sun; this approximat
does not effect our results unless Eros’e > 0.6. Using the
notation from Section2, we have:

(27)T̄ = −n2Cβ

(
e + n cosε − 2

n

ω
n
)

+O
(
e2),

where we introduced a nondimensional, tidal-strength fa
(28)β = 3

2

(
Ra

a

)5
Ma2

C

k2δ

1− n/ω
.

us 175 (2005) 419–434

,

s

Here,Ra is the characteristic radius of the asteroid,M is
the solar mass,k2 is the quadrupole Love number andδ =
(ω − n)�t is the phase lag of tidal response due to ane
ticity. For Eros, we estimate thatβ � 2.5 × 10−8k2δ. With
k2 of the order of unity (this value is likely too high be
cause Eros has a nonzero rigidity) andδ � 10−2, we obtain
β � 2.5× 10−10.

Inserting (27) into Eqs. (6)–(8), we obtain tidal com-
ponents that affect the evolution Eros’ rotation rateω and
obliquity ε (e.g., alsoDobrovolskis, 1980; Correia et al
2003; eccentricity termsO(e2) again omitted):

(29)

(
dω

dt

)
T

= −n2β

(
1+ cos2 ε − 2

n

ω
cosε

)
,

(30)

(
dε

dt

)
T

= nβ
n

ω
sinε

(
cosε − 2

n

ω

)
,

(31)

(
dψ

dt

)
T

= 0.

The timescale needed to produce a sizeable change in
parameters from tides isτ � ω/(n2β) � 104 Gyr. This value
is far too long to have any importance on Eros’ history.

A second possibility is that Eros’ spin pole was affec
in the recent past by a close planetary encounter(Bottke
et al., 1999). Results fromRichardson et al. (1998)sug-
gest that significant changes to Eros’ obliquity can oc
during such encounters if Eros also experiences mass
via tidal disruption. The damage produced by such an e
would include global landslides that would modify, bu
or erase existing craters. Because images of Eros
NEAR/Shoemaker fail to show evidence for such a lar
scale crater erasure event, we believe that close encou
have not seriously affected Eros’ spin pole over its lifetim

Finally, it is plausible that Eros’ has been affected b
dissipative torque produced by radiative and thermal re
effects collectively known as the YORP effect(Rubincam,
2000; Vokrouhlický andČapek, 2002; Bottke et al., 2003.
Rubincam (2000)andVokrouhlický andČapek (2002)com-
puted that YORP torques should drive Eros’ obliquity
wards 90◦, provided the surface thermal conductivity
K ∼ 0 W/(m K). They also found that the typical timesca
to significantly affect the obliquity by the YORP effect
�500–700 Myr. If Eros had a 90◦ obliquity before it left the
main belt, it would have a much larger probability of res
ing in a spin–orbit resonance today (see probability va
p3 in the Table 1). Čapek and Vokrouhlický (2004), on the
other hand, found that for valuesK � 5×10−4 W/(m K) the
asymptotic YORP obliquity becomes 0◦ or 180◦ and near
that threshold value of the surface conductivity the obliqu
evolves on a timescale about an order of magnitude lo
than with K ∼ 0 W/(m K). Though there is considerab
uncertainty aboutK values for all asteroids, it is believe
that K � 0.001 W/(m K) are common among Eros-size

main belt asteroids. The infrared observations byMorrison
(1976), while providing an indirect measure only, indicate
a slightly higher value of the thermal conductivity. Still, if
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The spin

Eros is several Gyr old, as is suggested by its heavily crat
surface (e.g.,Chapman, 2003), even weak YORP torque
would have time to substantially affect its obliquity. No
that Eros is actually smaller than many of the Koronis fa
ily asteroids that are known to be in spin–orbit resonan
(e.g.,Vokrouhlický et al., 2003). We believe an exploratio
of Eros’ spin state evolution in the main belt is the next lo
ical step in our work, with a reliable Eros-YORP mode
prerequisite to obtaining the best possible results.
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